
 
Software Deployment 

Centrally controlled, automated Software De-

ployment with DeskCenter Management Suite 

provides a flexible solution to supply complete 

software packages across the entire organiza-

tion. It provides trouble-free deployment of:  

 Microsoft Installer (MSI) packages 

 ThinApp packages (VMWare) 

 Standard setups and drivers 

 Batch files and scripts  

 

The fully automated installation, configuration 

and support provides for the low maintenance 

and operation of clients. Along with the 

important key features, it manages a large 

number of additional requirements, not only can 

you install software, but complex software 

packages can be uninstalled and damaged 

installations can be repaired.  

 

OS Deployment 

DeskCenter’ OS Deployment saves time in the 

IT department and frees up  resources. Fully 

integrated into the Suite’s existing Client and 

Server Management, OS deployment can 

deliver significant time savings when upgrading 

or deploying new systems. In combination with 

Software Deployment you can equip your client 

computers or servers with all the software 

needed, from the operating system up to the 

different software applications required. 

 

Patch Management 

Patch Management is one of the most 

important tasks of system administrators and IT 

managers. Software updates and patches must 

be provided timely and managed consistently. 

With DeskCenter Patch Management you can 

manage, provide and control patches and 

software updates. Dangerous security flaws are 

avoided and the IT environment remains stable 

and effective. 

The Challenges 

Upgrading to a new operating systems, upgrading a 

new version of software, deploy new software, the 

challenges can be enormous. 

Distributed environments, organisational structures, 

differing systems all add to the challenges involved in 

rolling out new software. 

DeskCenter’s unique architecture, coupled with fully 

featured software packaging, deployment and update 

capability reduce the effort required, ensuring timely 

and efficient updates across your enterprise. 

Fully integrated within the DeskCenter Suite, 

Software Management is no longer a difficult, time 

consuming activity. 

Software Management 

Our unique software deployment designer allows 

quick and easy creation of software compilations, 

providing full integration with License Management, 

Service Desk other DeskCenter modules and third 

party applications. 
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Key Features 
 Distributed, redundant software deployers. 

 Windows share , FTP (S ) , HTTP (S ) , 

WebDAV (SSL). 

 Bandwidth management 

 Installation of standard setups, MSI 

packages and service packs  

 Integration of the virtualization platform 

Thinstall (ThinApp)  

 Deliver, update and uninstall software 

packages using software rules  

 Combine installations into software packages  

 Integration of script actions before and after 

the setup  

 Cache for software installations  

Approved Software Lists 

Publish software packages to your service desk, 

allowing end users to request software installs 

directly. 

Approve, Decline or Alter the request and 

scheduling the automatic deployment of the 

software package empowers your users while 

maintaining control of the assets deployed on 

your networks.  

Software Management 

Comprehensive Job Control  
 

Installations can be done immediately or scheduled.  

At the client, the jobs can run in the background or the 

user can interact with the process. 

 

Bandwidth management, local cache's, redundant 

software deployers can all be used to optimise the 

deployment of large software packages across slow or 

distributed networks. 

Software Rules  
 
Using rules, software can be installed, uninstalled 

or updated to the current state. With new 

requirements or systems, predefined rules are 

activated automatically to install related software. 

This guarantees the same status of installations in 

the IT infrastructure. Software rules can be applied 

to computers or their users.  

Opportunities 
 
Using a combination of Software Asset 

Management, Application Metering, Software 

Deployment and Software Rules opens up 

opportunities to optimise your software estate. 

 

Identify where applications are no longer used, 

automatically uninstalling and reclaiming the 

associated software licenses can save significant 

on ongoing software costs. 

 

All delivered through one, fully integrated system. 


